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Clutch does burger

week again!

WIN BURGERS WITH CLUTCH HERE OR ON
OUR FACEBOOK PAGE

Clutch is getting much busier as more and more

Haligonians spread the word of their experience

buying a car online and the convenience of

booking a test drive to your door. Last year we

drove all around the city to see all the amazing

burgers Halifax Burger Week had to offer – it was
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quite the experience! Even though our team has

almost tripled since then, we knew we had to do it

all over again. There are just too many good

burgers out there that need tasting! 

Lucky for us, many participating restaurants were

glad to partner up again this year, so we will be

giving away a gift card for every burger we try!

(Find the contest on our Facebook page.) Be sure to

check back during the week since we'll be updating

this post daily to keep you current on all the

deliciousness we encounter on our burger-inspired

adventure!

SHIVANI’S KITCHEN - BUTTER CHICKEN
BURGER

With Growth Marketer Ben

Shivani’s Kitchen is a small Indian restaurant that is

big on flavour. You’ll find it in the lively Halifax

Seaport Farmers' Market where it fits in perfectly

with the diverse mix of food vendors and artisanal

shops. It’s a bit hidden on the road-facing side of

the market, so once you smell the aroma of Indian

spices you’ll know you’re in the right place.
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Shivani Dhamija, the owner and chef

I’m a huge fan of India food. Whether it’s tikka

masala, palak paneer, or chicken curry – they’re all

divine in my eyes. I do have one favourite dish and

it just so happens that it was part of Shivani’s

Burger Week creation.
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It smelled so good in here I didn’t want to leave.

The Butter Chicken Burger was very authentic in

nature: tandoori chicken topped with butter

chicken sauce, crisp lettuce and tomatoes, served

on a freshly baked naan bread. Shivani definitely

had the right idea in choosing top quality

ingredients she uses for other dishes. After

watching her take the naan fresh out of the oven

and piece the burger together it was quite evident

that the thought of having more traditional

ingredients like sesame seed buns or processed

cheese would have been ridiculous.
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Behold, the Butter Chicken Burger

Ben’s diving in for his first bite.

The burger was absolutely delicious. It had all the

flavour and freshness I was hoping for while being

in an easy to eat, grab and go form. Burger Week

may be done for 2019, but the fresh naan bread,

butter chicken, and all the other top-notch cuisine

can be found year-round at Shivani’s Kitchen!
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